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Powerful Prayer Points, Positive Confessions & Biblical Promises for All Students
Prayer that Enters into God’s Presence and Releases Breakthrough! Many people see prayer as a religious practice, not a
fulfilling pleasure. For this reason, many breakthroughs stay locked up in Heaven. God longs to answer our prayers; He is
simply listening for prayers that agree with His will. When your prayers come into alignment with God’s plans Margie
Fleurant teaches people about prayer that enters into God’s presence, accesses the strategies of Heaven, and releases
breakthrough. She emphasizes that prayer is not a religious practice, but a divine encounter between you and God! In
Encountering God Through Prayer, you’ll learn how to: Pray from the secret place: draw near to God and discover how
breakthrough prayers are born in these intimate encounters Stand in your new creation identity: pray with new boldness
and faith as you understand your position in Christ Rest in the Father’s love: stop striving in prayer and start simply
enjoying the Father’s presence Practice powerful prayer: learn simple patterns that, when implemented, will help launch
you into a more fulfilling prayer life No matter where your prayer life is today, you can have unlimited access to God’s
presence and pray Heaven’s solutions into your world!

Encountering God Through Prayer
DOZENS OF QUESTIONS WILL BE ANSWERED: Why is prayer necessary? What must we do to be heard by God? How does
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God answer our prayers? Does God listen to all prayers? Does God hear everyone's prayers? What may we pray about?
Does the Father truly grant everything we ask for? What kind of prayers would the Father reject? How long should our
prayers be? How often should we pray? Why should we say "Amen" at the end of a prayer? Must we assume a special
position or posture when praying? How does God communicate with us? How does God speak to us when we study the
Bible? What should our foremost goal be when we study the Bible? What are some things that we can do to draw closer to
God? Have we been struggling in our prayer life? Has it become a challenge even to pray? What can we do? What does the
Father expect of us in our prayers? What is the Father truly concerned about? How does the Holy Spirit Plead for us? How
should we feel about the pain and suffering of this life? What confidence can we have? Can prayer really solve problems?
How will our life be different if we make prayer a regular part of your life? What if we pray for relief of a problem and no
relief comes? Should we then conclude that we have not received an answer? God may answer a prayer in subtle ways. God
may answer a prayer through our study of His Word. Yes, God's answer to our plea for help may very well come through the
Spirit inspired, inerrant, authoritative Bible. Instead of removing the problem, God may give us the strength to cope. God
may use spiritual brothers and sisters to help us at just the right time. Who knows, we may be the one being used if we are
obeying Bible principles to make ourselves available. We must pay closer attention to the way God answers our prayers.
Are we not on God's timetable?

THE POWERFUL WEAPON OF PRAYER
Words are not cheap. Words can kill. Words can heal. Words can start wars and end wars. Words can make a man smile and
they can make him weep. Words can create and can destroy. Words are powerful. Jesus said words could move mountains if
rightly used. The Bible teaches that life and death are in your words. So your words matter a lot. Your confession matters.
God wants you to speak the right set of words so that He can change your life. "But if you have anything to say, go ahead. I
want to hear it, for I am anxious to see you justified. (Job 33:32) The devil is also carefully waiting to catch the wrong set of
words in your mouth so that he can put you in bondage. "You are snared by the words of your lips, you are caught by the
speech of your out" (Prov. 6:2) So you determine on whose side you fall by the kinds of words you speak. This is why you
need to always confess positive things into your life with your own mouth. This book is a collection of powerful words and
prayer points with scriptural references that can change situation if confessed often. It will show you the power of prayers
and positive confession.

Prayer Patterns
Prayers travel a hundred patterns, swirling inside of us, until they are thought or said, and then aim arrow-straight to the
heart of a loving God. Johnson explores the many patterns of prayer--words following their own convoluted course in the
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hearts of men and women from the Bible--and shows how we can consruct our own special patterns.

Prayers for the Use of Families, Or The Domestic Minister's Assistant
Let Prayer Change Your Life
Supernatural Childbirth
Fr. Thomas Dubay, a renowned teacher and writer on prayer and the spiritual life, presents a simple, profound and practical
book on the most important of all human activities, communion with God. Prayer Primer is written for intelligent adults (and
teenagers) who want God and a serious prayer life, but it does not presuppose that they need or have a theological
background. It does take up many questions rarely answered adequately in the classroom or from the pulpit, often not
mentioned at all: Why pray? (be ready for some surprises) É Why vocal prayer is important and yet should be limited É
What contemplation is and is not É Praying with Scripture É Family prayer - even how to introduce children to group
meditation É Prayer in a busy life É Pitfalls and problems - together with solutions É Buddhism? New Age? Centering prayer?
É What should you do when dry and empty and not at all inclined to pray? How do you even get started? É Where and how
to begin? É Assessing progress É Growing in depth. All of these subjects, and more, are clearly and concisely explained for
citizens of this 21st century.

Forward Message about Prayer Progression Vol 1
This comprehensive, psychological, and naturalistic analysis of prayer offers an alternative to William James's model of
prayer. Faber analyzes religious faith psychologically and anthropologically, concluding that subjective prayer is finally an
instance of homeopathic "magical" conduct. It ritualistically conjures up a version of the first, primal, biological situation, in
which the dependent "little" one cries out to a parental "big" one for physical and emotional nourishment. Eventually,
religion, and its expression of faith through prayer, provides us with a magical protective presence that is natural in its
return to the primal, rather than supernatural, as James argues, in its presence and existence.

Natural Prayers
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DESTROY INFIRMITIES & DISEASES
The Unfinished Life of Benjamin Franklin
Anderson’s carefully considered work makes a persuasive case for revisiting this celebrated book with a keener
appreciation for the subtlety and beauty of Franklin’s performance.

Prayer of Lamentation
This book proposes a new and comprehensive chiastic structure as well as a new unifying theme for the Letter of James. In
accord with this structure that organizes its oral performance, the words "worship to live by" express what the letter as a
whole is exhorting its audience to adopt. "Worship" includes not only liturgical worship but also the ethical behavior that
complements it, so that the result is a holistic way of worshiping God. And the words "to live by" embrace the worshipful
conduct by which to live out presently one's birth to a new life as a believer before the final coming of the Lord Jesus Christ,
with a view to the future eternal life to be granted at the last judgment as the outcome of such worship. In short, the Letter
of James urges its audience to practice the worship to live by now in order to live eternally.

Tools for Effective Prayer
This package includes the entire collection of the Moody Classics Set: The Confessions of St. Augustine, Hudson Taylor's
Spiritual Secret, The Apostolic Fathers, The Incomparable Christ, Orthodoxy, Answers to Prayer, The Christian's Secret of a
Happy Life, Power Through Prayer, The Imitation of Christ, The True Vine, The Pilgrim's Progress, How to Pray, All of Grace,
Born Crucified, Holiness (Abridged), The Overcoming Life, The Secret of Guidance, Names of God, and Prevailing Prayer. Of
all the factors influencing our spiritual growth and development, pivotal books play a key role. Learning from those who
have walked the path and fought the fight brings wisdom and strengthens resolve. And hearing the familiar chords of
kingdom living sung by voices from other times can penetrate cultural barriers that limit our allegiance to the King. To this
end, Moody Publishers is honored to present all nineteen books of its spiritual classics series. Selected for their enduring
influence and timeless perspective, these new editions promise to shape the lives of spiritual pilgrims for generations to
come.

Prayer for Rulers
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If you want a prayer life that will enable you to experience God’s presence like you never have before and move Him to
bless you like He has never blessed you before, then you must start praying like you have never prayed before! Tools for
Effective Prayer will teach you how to do that!

Fundamentals of the Faith Teacher's Guide
In conversational language, Robert H. Spain presents specific advice for Christians who want to live as God would have
them live, and offers suggestions on how to find meaning in life, handle life's detours, manage loneliness, and achieve
genuine happiness.

Prayer Primer
This is the teachers guide edition to this great study of the fundamental beliefs of the Christian faith. With topics ranging
from “God: His Character and Attributes” to “The Church: Fellowship and Worship,” this study is ideal to disciple new
believers or to realize afresh what it means to believe in Jesus. The teachers guide contains all the answers to the 13
lessons taught in the accompanying students edition along with excellent teaching notes to prepare the leader to guide the
group.

Staying Alive
Daily Prayer in Christian Spain
Powerful Prayer Progression for Prayer Warriors - Instructor's Guide Workbook
How to Stay Alive as Long as You Live
Secrets to Powerful Prayer
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How to pray powerful prayers in accord with God's Word & character. How to receive blessings, power and directions from
God. Victory through spirited and truthful prayer progression. Your life will be forever transformed and blessed.

Worlds of Jewish Prayer
This classic of world spiritual literature is the firsthand account of a pilgrim's journey as he endeavors to live out Saint Paul's
instruction to "pray without ceasing." The narrator, an unnamed nineteenth-century peasant, sets out on his pilgrimage with
nothing but a Bible, a rosary, and some dried bread. As he walks, he recites the Jesus prayer ("Lord Jesus Christ, have
mercy on me")—a prayer that is said to quiet anxiety and fill the heart with love for all creation. With this prayer constantly
on his lips, the pilgrim undergoes a profound spiritual education. This edition includes the sequel to The Way of a Pilgrim,
entitled A Pilgrim Continues His Way, which contains a lengthy appendix reviewing the teachings of the Holy Fathers on the
Jesus prayer.

Circle of Grace
The 8 Elements of Prayer Progression empowers prayer warrior's abilities to have victory through prayer. Filled with
precepts, keys, prayer patterns and verses to strengthen a spirited connection with God. Includes the what, where, when
and how of prayer according to God's Word.

Church of God Evangel
With dynamic prayers from biblical heroes Mike Shreve encourages readers to expect the miraculous when they pray.

The Death and Resurrection of Jesus
Learn the different kinds of prayer and how to use them effectively.

The 8 Elements of Prayer Progression Vol 2
Pregnancy and childbirth are often depicted as a time of sickness and mood swings for women followed by twelve to twenty
hours of pain and hard labor. Many women have been told they can never conceive. Others have suffered the pain of
conceiving and miscarrying. Have you had enough of this picture? Supernatural Childbirth is a practical and realistic look at
God's promises for conception, pregnancy and delivery. This is not "pie-in-the-sky"-This is a personal testimony of how one
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couple overcame defeat and triumphed in God's plan! Jackie Mize had been told she could never have children. However, by
unlocking powerful truths and dynamic faith principles she and her husband Terry found in the Bible, they now have four
miracle children! This exciting book shares with you these truths and faith principles. You will learn these things: * How to
put faith principles into action for your very own supernatural childbirth * How you can be a living example of God's
promises in action * How to deal with fear during pregnancy and delivery * How and when to use your faith for pregnancy
and delivery Also included in Supernatural Childbirth: * Faith-inspiring testimonies from women who have followed these
principles and experienced their own supernatural childbirth * Confessions and prayers for a supernatural conception,
pregnancy, childbirth, and all circumstances surrounding each stage * A powerful teaching section by Terry Mize explaining
the curse on Eve in the Garden of Eden

Prevailing Prayer
The Letter of James
Heal Your Body, Embrace Your Life. Few things are more frightening, confusing, or devastating than a diagnosis of cancer. If
you or someone you love has cancer (or is at risk for it), you want reliable information, reasons for hope, and a plan of
attack you can trust. Staying Alive provides this and more. A six-year cancer survivor, psychologist, and cancer coach, Dr.
Brenda Hunter presents the program that has contributed significantly to her survival, as well as interviews with cancer
experts and long-term survivors. Inside you’ll find: • life-changing strategies for beating cancer • an integrated, holistic
approach to cancer care and survival that involves body, mind, and spirit • success stories and survival strategies from longterm cancer survivors • a proactive nutritional program designed to empower you and increase wellness • interviews with
national cancer experts The good news? The human body has an amazing capacity to heal itself when life-changing
strategies are applied. Dr. Brenda Hunter suggests that many of us can work to reverse–or prevent–cancer’s destructive
course. Learn how you may be unnecessarily putting yourself at increased risk, and discover the steps you can take today
to begin to restore or protect your health. A Cancer-Conquering Plan for Your Body, Mind, Emotions, and Spirit

Prayer Guide
Prayer and the Five Stages of Healing is a guidebook to developing an effective prayer life and to integrating prayer into
every aspect of daily life.

Praying Twice
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A collection of essays on prayer-our need to practice it and how it changes lives.

Moody Classics Complete Set
This Volume 1 truly sets the spiritual tone for this Series of 3 Volumes, teaching Powerful Prayer Progression for Prayer
Warriors. Speaks on the definition and the importance of praying in a progressive pattern so to best get into the presence of
God, and to increase prayer warrior's successes in prayer and in living. Scripturally based and spiritually empowering.

The Magic of Prayer
Rav Schwab on prayer
Powerful Prayers for Supernatural Results
Touching Hearts, Changing Lives
Rabbi Zalman Schachter-Shalomi, known simply as Reb Zalman to his many devoted followers, was born in Poland to a
hasidic father who had a deep interest in Western culture. As such, he grew up and was educated in both secular and
religious schools in Vienna, where the family had moved and lived until the Nazis arrived in Austria. As Reb Zalman says of
his upbringing, "I went to yeshivah and at the same time attended a leftist Zionist high school, where I learned Latin and
modern Hebrew. I danced the horah with Marxist Zionists and also celebrated the farewell to the Sabbath with Orthodox
anti-Zionists. My father wanted me to go both to gymnasium (secular co-ed high school) and to yeshivah after school. My
own life - not only my father's - was always full of contradictions." After receiving rabbinic ordination from the Lubavitcher
Yeshiva in Brooklyn, New York, in 1947, Reb Zalman began a lifelong career that would take him from roles as
congregational rabbi to university professor. He has studied and taught with major religious figures in Buddhist, Hindu,
Moslem, and Christian traditions, served as Hillel chaplain, helped plant the seeds of the Havurah movement, ordained
scores of rabbis and influenced countless others, has written over 175 books and articles, and created a number of audio
and video cassettes. His energy and enthusiasm have made him one of the most well known and beloved rebbes of our
time. Reb Zalman was the person who taught many rabbis, Jewish scholars, poets, and songwriters to "rehydrate the freezePage 8/11
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dried" prayers of the prayer book, tie the words on the page to the experiences of a life "of spirit, soul, heart, mind, and
body. " Worlds of Jewish Prayer is a festschrift, a tribute to Reb Zalman in an offering of words from students and colleagues
on a subject dear to his heart, davvenology. Davvenology is a term coined by Reb Zalman to denote the study of davvenen.
What is davvenen? "Just as the eskimos have many words for snow, because their lives depend on it, so the Yiddin have
many words for prayer, for we are a praying people," says Reb Zalman. "But davvening differs from both prayer and
worship. . . . Davvenen is living the liturgical life in the presence of God. " Reb Zalman teaches that we must remember the
Holy Presence not only in our sacred assemblies and feasts, but in the passing moments of our lives that have the potential
for sanctity. Worlds of Jewish Prayer: A Festschrift in Honor of Rabbi Zalman M. Schachter-Shalomi includes more than forty
contributions on how to davven in new and exciting ways, including the use of dreams, meditations, and rituals, and how to
bring davvenen into the process of repairing oneself and the world. Pieces by noted authors Arthur Green, Lawrence
Kushner, Harold Schulweis, and Howard Schwartz, and feminist writers Ruth Brin and Deena Metzger, are gems set in a
dazzling tiara of spiritual riches. It is a collection of interest to all who wish to connect their prayer lives to their dreams of a
better, more joyous world or who seek to revitalize their worship.

Prayer, Key to Revival
Following the changing seasons, the physics and astronomy professor presents meditations inspired by attention to the
natural world

The Way of a Pilgrim and The Pilgrim Continues His Way
Wren discusses the thorny issues involving congregational singing today: the indispensable nature of public worship;
contemporary worship music; the lyrics of different types of congregational songs, such as choruses, hymns, chants and
ritual songs; and the importance of using hymn lyrics as poetry. He shows why hymn lyrics are altered throughout time and
how they illustrate theology.

Powerful Prayer Progression for Prayer Warriors
Infirmity is a condition or disease that produces weakness and can lead to death. Sickness, disease, infirmity, and pain are
now rampant on earth. Mostly, infirmities and diseases are demonic in nature. This book is a mini spiritual warfare prayer
book specifically targeted at destroying infirmities and diseases of kidney, liver, cancer, diabetes, high blood pressure and
any strange diseases in your body and blood system. Each topic in this booklet that concerns you should be prayed with
7days fasting for a minimum of 1-hour praise and worship each day. The booklet can be used anytime during the day but I
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strongly advise you to pray in the night between the hours of 12 am to 3 am, since you are engaging in warfare prayers.
The power of Jehovah Rapha will heal you and set you free from the bondage of infirmities and diseases through this book.
Get your copy now! Shalom!

Prayer and the Five Stages of Healing
A parent's handbook for integrating prayer into one's daily life features more than four hundred prayers and blessings for
every occasion, including prayers of praise and petition, bedtime and mealtime prayers, holiday blessings, prayers of
thanksgiving, and more.

Discourses through the mediumship of mrs. Cora L.V. Tappan. The new science. Spiritual
ethics
Instructor's Guide to enhance the teacher's approach to the 8 Elements of Prayer Progression. Include's the answers to the
Workbook and tips to guide discussions. A powerful tool to help, both, the instructor and the students involvement and
learning
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